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Pringles, Doritos or Good Old Fashioned Walkers??
The Dilemmas of Competitive Cycling in the Covid Era
from Chairman James Newton

As we enter our sixth month of near dystopian life, due to the fear of exposure to this
god awful virus, a glimmer of light and reasons for optimism creeps over the horizon
in the form of the resumption of competitive cycling on our televisions.
After training in all weathers and on indoor turbo’s, the season was called to an
abrupt halt due to the afore mentioned plague, leaving us “wannabe” racers and Time Trial riders,
with more pent up energy than a Duracell Bunny, shaking and twitching due to lack of competition
to ease our raging hormones.
So as we entered July/August a slight soothing of this affliction was given by the British Cycling
Doctors by allowing us a dose of Time Trials, which managed to “take away the hurt” for a while
but the racing urge is still burning bright among many.
Thankfully, this is now being addressed slightly with the reinstating the World Tour Race Calendar.
As I write this I have been locked in a dark room, for hours on end, watching the Strade Bianche,
Milan-San Remo, Criterium Du Dauphine and Gran Piemento and today I shall watch the
resumption of the Criterium Du Dauphine and Il Lombardia.
This has helped to ease the competitive urges but has now given Riders like myself a further issue.
Snacks!!! What do I graze on whilst watching in awe of Messrs Alaphillippe, Van Der Poel, Van
Aert et al!!
As posed by this soliloquy , Pringles, Doritos or Walkers to name a few, I’ve tried them all but have
yet to come to a “go to snack” which is now a big problem as we hurtle toward the Grand Tours!!
I’ve tried dips and side dishes with all, cheese, ham, pickles, everything, but I have started to twitch
more now than prior the resumption, as I can’t make a decision prior to any race, leaving me tense
should I pick the wrong snack and finish unfulfilled.
It has now become clear to me that no matter how hard the World Tour, British Cycling and all
other Cycling bodies try, they are never going to be able to help competitive riders like myself with
these type of anxieties and reality is we can only hope that normality returns to allow hormones etc
to be calmed.
The club and its members have sadly missed the TT series this year, waved goodbye to the Len
Finch Road Race for a year, the cancelation of the Hill Climb and the Sunday Club Rides have
also been missed by all.
Let’s hope in the coming months that all anxieties ease and life can return to a more comfortable
form of normal and allowing competitive riders to put away the crisp bags, Hoover the carpet
around them, open the curtains and venture outside once again for a good old fashioned tear up!
Keep well, keep safe and look forward to seeing you all soon on the road.

*Thanks to James for writing the opening page as it’s always the hardest one to start with!
This is not the fullest Spindle I’ve produced but it’s one of the most entertaining thanks to Leon’s
and David’s input and finally some real reporting on action on the roads by CCS members.
We had 5 long months of inactivity and just hope this is the beginning of some sort of normality.
Rog..

Idle Chatter........................

by the not so idle Robin Weaver!

One good outcome from Covid 19! The CCS committee have agreed that subscriptions paid for
the current year ending January 2021 will be carried over to run until January 2022, as there’s
been so little club activity this year.
There will be an opportunity in January 2021 for individual members if they wish to make a
contribution to CCS funds of the same amount as the subscription, to help keep our finances
healthy.
CCS Falling Leaves Hill Climb; 11 October; cancelled. In addition to all the other difficulties in
currently running time trials, the Cycling Time Trials guidance is that spectators should not attend
hill climbs, and without a crowd the hill climb would be a very strange event.
CCS treasurer. David Miller has retired from this post after a number of years, during which the
club finances have been well looked after and have grown accordingly. Many thanks, David.
Gareth Evans, after shadowing David in the role for a few months, has now taken over as
treasurer.
CCS Clothing Secretary
Also our current clothing secretary has stood down from the post due to moving away from the
district, although still remaining a CCS member. (Well done Trevor! I wonder how many CCS
garments you have shifted during your errr shift?)
Peter and Pat Harvey are taking over and can be contacted on clothing@cycleclubsudbury.com
Cancer Research UK
Our chairman, James, is undertaking to ride 300 miles during September, to raise funds for
Cancer Research UK.
Hi Everyone, over the past few months many of you may know I’ve been having fun with a form of
this disease (which I refuse to dignify by giving it a name) and having met numerous wonderful
Nurses, Surgeons, Doctors and Consultants, I feel it only correct to give something back, so
throughout September I shall cycle 300 miles. Many of you realise I ride a bike A LOT so these will
be road miles not indoor cycling miles, so this will be a bit of a challenge. Please donate what you
can and remember we will all be affected by this either directly or indirectly in our lifetimes.
Thanks in advance. James Newton....................................................................................................
His JustGiving page; https://fundraise.cancerresearchuk.org/page/jamess-cycle-300-fundraisingpage-260
Kudos Given!! (And excepted)
Spindle got a Fergus Muir East Anglian Daily Times Cycling Correspondent mention recently......
"For an example of a club good- humouredly finding all the best things about current conditions,
enjoy CCS's on line magazine on their website".

C.C.S. Riders - Open T.T. Results - July & August 2020
Date

Event

Course

Name

Dist

Time

Notes

July 25th

Chronos RT - Cambourne

F2A

S.Triplow

10

23.18

31st

July 25th

Chronos RT - Cambourne

F2A

G.Pamment

10

DNF

July 26th

Goodwood A3CRG -Goodwood circuit

P911

G.Johnson

11.8

27.22

39th

July 26th

Goodwood A3CRG -Goodwood circuit

P911

S.Johnson

11.8

34.55

7th - Ladies

Aug 1st

Orwell Velo - Debenham

BS33

L.West

20

44.42

Aug 1st

Orwell Velo - Debenham

BS33

J.Bradbury

20

47.24

Aug 1st

Orwell Velo - Debenham

BS33

A.Purcell

20

48.43

Aug 1st

Orwell Velo - Debenham

BS33

G.Johnson

20

50.49

33rd

Aug 1st

Orwell Velo - Debenham

BS33

S.Triplow

20

54.20

46th

Aug 1st

Orwell Velo - Debenham

BS33

S.Johnson

20

01.04.29

56th

Aug 1st

Orwell Velo - Debenham

BS33

C.Wyke

20

01.17.26

59th

Aug 9th

Essex Roads CC - Heybridge

E22/24

J.Bradbury

24

57.33

21st

Aug 9th

EDCA - Tottenhill

B10/37R

G.Johnson

10

24.02

42nd

Aug 9th

EDCA - Tottenhill

B10/37R

S.Triplow

10

25.42

58th

Aug 9th

EDCA - Tottenhill

B10/37R

S.Johnson

10

29.10

67th

Aug 15th

CC Breckland - Attleborough

B50/20

J.Bradbury

50

01.46.17

15th

Aug 15th

CC Breckland - Attleborough

B50/20

A.Purcell

50

01.49.54

24th

Aug 16th

Diss & Dist CC - Bressingham

B25/17

J.Bradbury

25

56.29

10th

Aug 16th

Diss & Dist CC - Bressingham

B25/17

A.Purcell

25

01.00.44

24th

Aug 22nd

VTTA - Newmarket

E2/10

G.Pamment

10

23.49

41st

Aug 22nd

VTTA - Newmarket

E2/10

S.Triplow

10

25.55

66th-3rd lady

Aug 23rd

VC Baracchi - Attleborough

B20/17

J.Bradbury

50

01.56.20

9th

Aug 23rd

VC Baracchi - Attleborough

B20/17

A.Purcell

50

02.02.20

20th

Aug 31st

Essex Roads CC – Chelmsford - SPOCO

E11/25A

J.Bradbury

25

58.58

28th

Aug 31st

Essex Roads CC – Chelmsford - SPOCO

A.Purcell

25

59.47

33rd

E11/25A

6th +
Team Prize
20th +
Team Prize
26th +
Team Prize

Open TT Report
As I said earlier, its 5 months since the last Open TT entered by CCS riders (14th March to be precise) and I
have no idea where all that time went. Keen TT members were out at the end of July making up for lost
time on the Open Roads.
Sue Triplow had the honour of registering the first CCS result on the Chronos RT’s event on F2/A at
Cambourne on the 25th July with a very decent 23.18 having already competed in 4 rides since the restart.
John Bradbury (right) tops the list with 6 events including two 50milers with the best coming in the
Breckland 50 with a very impressive 01.46.17 in horrible conditions which saw
lots of fallers at the roundabouts
(..methinks someone has been making
very good use of Lockdown time)
New CCS member Alex Purcell (left)
has also produced some very good
times from his 5 rides and appears to
be a good addition to our TT group of
riders. He also rode those two 50miles
and recorded a very decent 01.59.54
on the Breckland course.

Mr & Mrs Johnson have been out together playing including a trip to the Glorious Goodwood race circuit TT
in Sussex plus the Anglia Velo and EDCA events.
Leon’s busy schedule saw him fit in a local TT at Orwell Velo’s Debenham event and came away with a 6th
place including the team prize with John and Alex.
Caroline was our 3rd lady out competing recently on the Debenham circuit and I expect her to reduce her
times in the coming months. Gary Pamment rode 2 events with one DNF (?) and a decent 10 time on the
E2 VTTA event. Finally, a Bank Holiday event on the E11/25A saw John and Alex out again. John admits
he really wasn’t on the money that day with both of them in the high 50’s on a rather clunky course.

Weather beaten or beaten by the weather (Part 1 of a Series).
By David Fenn

The English are obsessed with the weather, the main topic of many conversations focus on the
weather either past, present or expected.
As Cyclists we like to check the weather forecast prior to attempting a bike ride to familiarize
ourselves with the conditions including temperature, wind direction and strength plus prediction for
rain.
The forecast will determine our selection of clothing, direction of travel (headwind out tailwind
back) or ‘’sod it’’ it’s too wet/cold/hot/windy (any of the aforementioned) to ride.
I’m sure we have all questioned our sanity at some point in our cycling careers when faced with
extreme weather conditions. I know my wife regularly questions my sanity.
I vividly remember the Barnwell CC 25 mile Time Trial on the F2R Cambridge to St.Neots course
on the 12th April 1969 (I was 19 at the time).
The West wind was blowing an absolute gale, with no ‘’elf and safety’’ in those days the event
went ahead, today the event would have been canceled.
My steel TT bike, not aero in those days, was fitted with a single 52
DAVID LOOKING VERY
SMART & VERY FAST!
tooth chain ring and a 13-17 close ratio cassette, ideal under normal
conditions but in the prevailing conditions was going to be a bit of a
problem.
As the prevailing wind / gale was from the west it was going to be a
block headwind out to the turn.
In my lowest gear of 52 x 17 it was a real battle/grovel to maintain
forward motion to the 12.5 mile turn it was only the thought of the
return leg with the wind blasting me back to the finish that kept me
going.
It took forever to get to the turn but eventually round the turn out of the
saddle, up to speed, select top gear the 13 sprocket when crunch, the
chain jumped resulting in a close encounter between the top tube and
my ‘’crown jewels’’.
Even with the superfast return leg it was always going to be
impossible to make up the time lost on the outbound leg groveling into
the wind.
My finish time was 1:14:59 my slowest 25 to that date but at least I beat evens…nowadays I can
regularly produce a slower time in better conditions.
The event was won by Alf Engers, the King of Time Trialing and competition record holder
(51:00) at that time, his finish time 1:01:00, an absolutely fantastic effort in the conditions.

From 52 finishers there were only 11 riders inside 1:10:00, 25 riders inside 1:15:00, 17 riders DNS,
3 riders DNF and the team prize was won with a combined time of 3:23:36.
In the years since this event I have never experienced riding conditions as difficult as that day,
even the event secretary noted on the result sheet that the conditions were the worst he had ever
seen on the course.

Lands End Action to Acton!

By Leon West

Hi Rog,
As you know, I'm not one to waffle on about
myself or blow my own trumpet so I thought I'd
send you a small piece for the Spindle about
how brilliant I am and how I cycled back home
from Land's End on my own, problem free!
As I'm currently furloughed every other month
until October,
I had a
thought,
whilst nearing
the end of my working month in July. 'Why don't I get a train
down to Penzance and cycle back over a few days, taking in a
few landmarks/ favourite places?' I thought. After buying an ultra
light sleeping bag to get the ball rolling I mentioned the idea to
the good lady and was duly informed 'there's no way you're
going on an adventure like that without me'. This actually
worked well as it meant by using B and B's and hotels I'd have a comfy bed to sleep in each night,
somewhere to dump bike and gear while exploring (mainly
eating and drinking) in the evenings and most importantly....
Have some company (and effectively my own support car)!
So that was it...... I used Garmin connect to draw stages of
roughly how far I wanted to go each day, passing by any good
landmarks I'd heard of.
We then booked
accommodation online
and then I modified the routes to start and finish in the right
places each day. Anyone who
has done group rides with me
over the years would be
surprised to see I didn't end up
in Snowdonia but I have to say
that the routes and the simple
Garmin navigation were
brilliant. I ended up in the correct place every day and only missed a
junction a couple of times.
Weather-wise I started off on a gloomy, muggy morning while people back in East Anglia were just
starting to begin the glorious heat wave. Gloominess turned to constant drizzle and I'd gone by
the long range weather forecast, only taking summer gear.

About 3 hours of getting soaked and constantly battling wet descents and carbon brakes is what it
took to dampen my sense of adventure I discovered!
All good from then on though with the next couple of days being very pleasant and from there
becoming incredibly hot. I think the mercury touched 34 degrees on the last 2 days and remember
nearing the finish, passing through Finchingfield, thinking back to
almost exactly a year ago joking asking Alex Dowsett if it had
been warm enough for them at the end of a scorching day
around Nimes in the TDF. My plodding pace had been intense
enough in it!
An hour later that was it. Box ticked! I came through Melford,
and headed back to Acton to be warmly welcomed (no pun
intended) by Kat and my parents at the local pub with bunting,
cowbells and cameras at the ready which felt almost as good as
the ice cold pint that followed!
Will send you a couple of pics and if anyone ever fancied doing something similar I can share the
routes etc.

Lockdown Joys in May....Breakdown woes in June!
I’ve never been one for riding solo but the stiff lockdown rules imposed on us earlier in the year
made it either stay at home or venture out alone. So at the beginning of May, I set a target of
400kms during the month which these days are quite ambitious for a crap rider like what I am!
The initial rides were ok-ish but I longed for a cafe stop and someone to talk to (although I did go
with Liz and James a few times – 2metres apart of course).
After the first week, I found out I didn’t really mind my own company after all and got used to ‘flying
solo’ around the lanes.
Biking has always been a good way of clearing the head and
sorting little problems out, which I did many times.
Normally, I always used to think of short cuts I could make to
get back home quicker. But that month it was the other way
round; working out routes to increase the mileage which is most
unlike me.
Rides got longer and even found a cafe to use down near the
Orwell Bridge.
On a ride to this cafe one day, I found myself continuing onto
Shotley with the return via a very circular route home. What the
hell was going on? 72kms for the day and at this rate I might just advance myself from a very crap
rider to an average crap rider! Blimey O’Reilly....
I went passed the 400km mark with 9 days to spare and after a superhuman effort (for me) I
pedalled 200km in the last week to achieve 400miles for the month!
Small potatoes for all of you out there but bloody great big potatoes for me mateys!!!!
But soon after, everything went south. I picked up an infection; the rear wheel developed a lot of
‘play’ in it complete with an intermittent crack from somewhere in the transmission; all of which
took a lot of fixing by proper bike shop and son in law Dean.This all took time as everyone and his
wife had booked in to get their bikes, from the depths of their sheds, to be made rideable for
lockdown activities.
When I finally got it going again, the moment had gone, the weather became iffy and I lost the
impetus which was a shame as I quite enjoyed myself.
Rog

